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WIS TELEVISION 
COMMUNITY ISSUES LIST 
April 1 through June 30, 2021 

WIS identified the following issues as important to the public interest.  We strived 
to provide significant coverage in these areas as part of our duty defined by the 

Federal Communications Commission. 

Health Care 

• Examples: Awareness, Flu Season, West Nile virus, wellness events, celebrity fitness camps for kids, 
back-to-school vaccinations 

Economic Concerns 

• Examples:  Gas prices, gas tax, tax reassessment, parking ticket alternative payments, tax help 

Education  

• Examples: Teacher rally, SC for Ed coverage, school funding, school district expansion and 
consolidation, back-to-school stories, middle school transition 

Government  

• Examples: My Take, new laws, guns in schools, new council members, local politicians address 

national issues, changes at our military bases, robocall battle, presidential debates, city/county 

growth reports 

Local Events 

• Examples: Awareness, veterans’ events, free museum admission, sporting events, community push 
for Amber Alert changes, local roundtables, back-to-school events, Greek Festival 

Social Issues 

• Examples: Awareness, My Take, A Family for Life, road projects, downtown revitalization, Fisher 
House, School Resource Officer programs, gun control debate 

 



WIS TELEVISION 
LOCAL AND NETWORK NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS 

April 1 through June 30, 2021 
 
Program    Day    Time 
 
Local News: 
WIS News 10 Sunrise   Monday – Friday  4:30-7:00 AM 
WIS News 10 Sunrise on the CW Monday – Friday  7:00-9:00 AM 
WIS News 10 Midday   Monday – Friday    12:00-1:00 PM 
WIS News 10 at 4   Monday – Friday  4:00-5:00 PM 
WIS News 10 at 5   Monday – Friday  5:00-6:00 PM 
WIS News 10 at 6   Monday – Sunday  6:00-6:30 PM 
WIS News 10 at 7   Monday – Friday  7:00-7:30 PM 
WIS News 10 at 10 on the CW Monday – Sunday  10:00-10:30 PM 
WIS News 10 at 11   Monday – Friday  11:00-11:35 PM 
WIS News 10 Saturday  Saturday   8:30-10:00 AM 
WIS News 10 Sunday   Sunday    7:00-8:00 AM 
WIS News 10 Sunday   Sunday    10:00-11:00 AM 
WIS News 10 at 11   Saturday & Sunday  11:00-11:30 PM 
 
All the above programs are locally produced news, presenting a mix of news, weather, sports 
and issues-related feature stories and segments.   
 
Local Public Affairs: 
Awareness    Sunday    11:00-11:30 AM 
 
Awareness is a bi-weekly locally produced program focusing on issues of interest to the minority 
community.   
 
My Take Editorials: 
WIS General Manager presents weekly segments written by our editorial board on issues of local 
and national interest. These normally air multiple times each week in our newscasts. 
 
NBC News: 
Early Today                                 Monday-Friday           4:00-4:30 AM 
 
This business news and consumer show gives viewers breaking business news and stock market 
action from the domestic and foreign exchanges. 
 
Today Show                                 Monday-Friday              7:00-10:00 AM 
Today Show       Monday-Friday  11:00 AM-Noon 
 



This four-hour network program provides the latest in international and domestic news, weather 
reports and interviews with newsmakers from the world of politics, business, media, 
entertainment and sports. WIS News 10 provides local cut-ins at various times. 
 
Weekend Today                 Saturday    7:00-8:30 AM  

Sunday    8:00-9:00 AM 
 
Weekend editions continue the “Today” tradition of covering breaking news, interviewing 
newsmakers, reporting on a variety of popular culture and human-interest stories, covering 
topics related to health and finance and presenting the latest sports and weather information. 
WIS News 10 provides local cut-in at various times. 
 
NBC Nightly News                         Monday-Sunday                      6:30-7:00 PM 
 
“NBC Nightly News” provides reports and analysis of the day’s most newsworthy national and 
international events. It offers solution-driven programming that delves into the toughest issues 
facing our society today.  
 
Dateline NBC                                   Weekly    Various Times 
 
This network program has pioneered a unique approach to prime-time news programming with 
its multi-broadcast franchise. With this schedule, the one-hour newsmagazine enables NBC News 
to present is best reporting, investigative features, and newsmaker profiles in a consistent and 
comprehensive manner. 
 
Meet the Press                                 Sunday                                   9:00-10:00 AM 
 
This one-hour network news program consists of three interview segments with guests of 
national and international political importance, followed by an expanded roundtable discussion 
at the end of each broadcast. 

MEET THE PRESS (NBC) 

 
DATE:  Sunday, April 4 
This Sunday: A fourth Covid wave.  Cases are climbing.  Even as vaccinations hit 4 million a day.  States are dropping 
restrictions and domestic air travel is up, as the CDC relaxes guidance for vaccinated people. But is the US getting 
back to normal too soon? My guest this morning: epidemiologist Dr. Michael Osterholm. Also, rebuilding America.  
President Biden is making his pitch for a $2 trillion infrastructure package. How will he pay for it?  And how much 
will he spend?  My guests this morning: Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg and Republican Senator Roger 
Wicker of Mississippi. And, taking a stand. After President Biden weighed in.  Major League Baseball pulls the All-Star 
game out of Atlanta. Just the latest of nearly 200 companies and organizations to condemn Georgia's new voting 
restrictions.  What's next for the fight over voting rights? Joining me for insight and analysis are Yamiche Alcindor, 
White House correspondent for PBS NewsHour; Amy Walter, national editor at the Cook Political Report; Rich 
Lowry, editor of National Review and María Teresa Kumar, president of Voto Latino. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet 
the Press. 

 



DATE:  Sunday, April 11 
Secretary of State Antony Blinken, Gov. Asa Hutchinson (R-AR), Peter Alexander, Helene Cooper, Amna Nawaz and 
Ashley Parker 
 
This Sunday, America and the world. My exclusive interview with Secretary of State Tony Blinken. On fighting Covid-- 
on defending Taiwan from China -- and on Russia's ambitions in Ukraine.  Plus: A divided country. On guns safety 
laws -- on Georgia's new restrictive voting laws and MLB pulling its All Star game.  We even disagree on things we 
agree on, like rebuilding America.  This morning, I'll talk to Republican Governor Asa Hutchinson of Arkansas, who is 
being attacked by conservatives for not supporting a ban on medical care for transgender youth.  Joining me for 
insight and analysis are: NBC News chief White House correspondent Peter Alexander, Helene Cooper, Pentagon 
correspondent for The New York Times, Ashley Parker, White House bureau chief for The Washington Post and PBS 
NewsHour senior national correspondent, Amna Nawaz. Welcome to Sunday, it's Meet the Press. 
 

DATE:  Sunday, April 18 
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director, National Institute of Allergy & Infectious Diseases, Gov. Gretchen Whitmer (D-MI), John 
Boehner, Former Speaker of the House, David French, Eddie Glaude, Jr., Anna Palmer and Kristen Welker 
 
This Sunday: A vaccine pause.  Health officials temporarily stop the use of the Johnson and Johnson vaccine -- after 
at least eight people suffer dangerous blood clots.  The U.S. still has enough vaccines, but what about the world?  
My guests this morning: Dr. Anthony Fauci and Governor Gretchen Whitmer of Michigan, which has seen the 
biggest spike of Covid cases nationwide. Also, another week of gun violence -- and criticism of deadly policing.  With 
protests in cities across the country.  Plus, the former Speaker speaks -- John Boehner goes after his former 
Republican colleagues for the party's sharp turn to the right. But what role did he play in making the party what it is 
today?  Now looking backwards, do you think you should have done more?  My interview this morning with John 
Boehner. Joining me for insight and analysis are: NBC News Chief White House correspondent Kristen Welker, Eddie 
Glaude, Jr., of Princeton University, Anna Palmer, founder of Punchbowl News and the Senior Editor of The Dispatch, 
David French. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the Press. 

 
DATE:  Sunday, April 25 
Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), Michael Harrison, Baltimore Police Commissioner, Keith Mayes, Associate Professor, 
African American & African Studies, University of Minnesota, Dr. Francis Collins, Director, National Institutes of 
Health, Malcolm Gladwell, Peggy Noonan, Morgan Radford, Eugene Robinson 
 
This Sunday: After the verdict.  The country exhales.  But does Derek Chauvin's guilty verdict indicate real change or 
was it an isolated high-profile event?  This morning, we'll hear what the verdict means to many African Americans -- 
and I'll talk to Senator Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota. Baltimore Police Commissioner Michael Harrison and historian 
Keith Mayes from the University of Minnesota. Plus -- the CDC recommends a warning label for the J&J vaccine 
about a rare blood-clotting disorder. With vaccination rates already falling -- will the J&J episode contribute to 
increased vaccine hesitancy?  My guest this morning: Director of the National Institutes of Health, Dr. Francis Collins. 
And our new NBC News poll, where President Biden stands nearly 100 days into his administration, the early 
successes and the early warning signs. Joining me for insight and analysis are: Washington Post columnist Eugene 
Robinson, NBC News correspondent Morgan Radford, author Malcolm Gladwell and Wall Street Journal columnist 
Peggy Noonan. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the Press. 
 

 
 
DATE:  Sunday, May 2 
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH), Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Yamiche Alcindor, Lanhee 
Chen, Kasie Hunt and Claire McCaskill 
 



This Sunday: The return of big government.  President Biden proposing a huge increase in government spending.  Six 
trillion dollars on social spending, infrastructure, climate change, health care and more.  Republicans push back, 
calling Mr. Biden divisive and fiscally irresponsible.  How much will Congress approve? And how would we pay for it? 
My guests this morning: Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont and Senator Rob 
Portman of Ohio. Plus, amid anger over policing -- could this comment from Senator Tim Scott -- complicate efforts 
at police reform? Also, states of play. The winners, the losers and the big unanswered questions after the new 
census numbers come in. Joining me for insight and analysis are: NBC News Capitol Hill correspondent Kasie Hunt; 
Yamiche Alcindor, White House correspondent for PBS NewsHour; former Democratic Senator Claire McCaskill of 
Missouri; and Lanhee Chen, a fellow at Stanford University's Hoover Institution. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the 
Press. 

 
DATE:  Sunday, May 9 
Sen. Bill Cassidy (R-LA), Gov. Larry Hogan (R-MD), Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director, National Institute of Allergy & 
Infectious Diseases, Cornell Belcher, Hallie Jackson, Danielle Pletka and Jake Sherman 
 
This Sunday: Party purge.  Republicans move to oust Representative Liz Cheney from party leadership.  The message 
Cheney has been sending?  My guests this morning: Maryland's Republican governor Larry Hogan, who is eyeing a 
run for president, and Republican Senator Bill Cassidy of Louisiana. Plus, the good news on Covid.  Bistros, Broadway 
and ballgames preparing to come back.  The CDC projecting a sharp decline in cases, hospitalizations and deaths -- 
even as herd immunity is unlikely because of vaccine hesitancy.  My guest this morning, Dr. Anthony Fauci. And that 
disappointing jobs report, evidence that we're spending too much in unemployment benefits? Or proof we need to 
keep the support flowing? Joining me for insight and analysis are NBC News senior Washington correspondent Hallie 
Jackson, Democratic pollster Cornell Belcher, Danielle Pletka of the American Enterprise Institute and Jake Sherman, 
founder of the news site, Punchbowl News. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the Press. 
 

DATE:  Sunday, May 16 
Richard Engel, NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent, Dr. Rochelle Walensky, CDC Director, Rep. Dan Crenshaw (R-
TX), Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-IL), Peter Baker, Brendan Buck, Donna Edwards and Kristen Welkerl 
 
This Sunday: About face.  The announcement so many wanted to hear.  Millions of Americans now ready to resume 
close-to-normal lives.  The news may even encourage others to get the shot.  But did the CDC rush its decision? My 
guest this morning, the head of the CDC, Rochelle Walensky. Plus, after the purge.  Congresswoman Liz Cheney 
defiant after her ouster from Republican Party leadership and with a promise.  This as some who sought her removal 
try to justify it by rewriting history.  I'll talk to two Republican members of the House abou this divide, Dan Crenshaw 
of Texas.and Adam Kinzinger of Illinois. Also, gas pains.  Gas lines for the first time since the 70's. Oil starts flowing 
from that hacked pipeline after a big ransom payment. But how safe are we from the next cyber attack? Joining me 
for insight and analysis are: NBC News Chief White House Correspondent Kristen Welker, former Democratic 
Congresswoman Donna Edwards, New York Times Chief White House Correspondent Peter Baker and Republican 
strategist Brendan Buck. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the Press. 

 
DATE:  Sunday, May 30 
Fmr. Rep. Barbara Comstock (R-VA), Rep. Jason Crow (D-CO), Matthew Pottinger, Fmr. Deputy National Security 
Adviser, Dr. Peter Hotez, Dean, National School of Tropical Medicine at Baylor University, Geoff Bennett, Stephanie 
Cutter, Partner, Sara Fagen and Ayesha Rascoe  
 
This Sunday, Republicans block the January 6th commission.  Only six Republicans vote for an independent panel to 
investigate the assault on the Capitol.  What this vote says about our democracy. I'll talk to former Republican 
Congresswoman Barbara Comstock, who spent the week unsuccessfully lobbying Republican senators, and 
Democratic Congressman Jason Crow of Colorado. Plus: the Wuhan lab mystery.  Growing concerns that the 
coronavirus leaked from that lab in Wuhan, China, prompt President Biden to order a new U.S. intelligence 
investigation.  My guests this morning: former Deputy National Security Advisor Matthew Pottinger and Dr. Peter 
Hotez of Baylor University. And the anniversaries of two racially charged events: the murder of George Floyd -- and 



the 1921 Tulsa race massacre. How the Floyd case and its aftermath may have helped a nation acknowledge what 
happened in Tulsa 100 years ago. Joining me for insight and analysis are NBC News White House correspondent 
Geoff Bennett, former Obama deputy campaign manager Stephanie Cutter, Ayesha Rascoe, White House 
correspondent for NPR, and former White House political director for President George W. Bush, Sara Fagen. 
Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the Press. 

 
DATE: Sunday, June 6 
Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA), Chair, Intelligence Committee, Sen. Roy Blunt (R-MO), Chair, Republican Policy 
Committee, Jennifer Granholm, Energy Secretary, Kimberly Atkins Stohr, Lanhee Chen, Anne Gearan and Chris 
Matthews 
 
This Sunday, the cyber threat.  Ransomware attacks targeting American institutions from coast to coast.  Many 
cybercriminals based in Russia and protected by Vladimir Putin.  How will the U.S. respond to this growing national 
security threat?  My guests this morning, Democratic Senator Mark Warner of Virginia and Republican Senator Roy 
Blunt of Missouri. Plus, rebuilding America.  Both parties still far apart on fixing the country's roads, bridges and 
more -- with no certainty that a deal will be struck.  What's the price tag, who should pay and could Democrats try 
to going it alone? I'll talk to Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm about the risks she sees if there's no agreement. 
Also, former President Trump rallies North Carolina Republicans by pushing the big lie. How Republican candidates 
may not be able to win without Mr. Trump and the party may not be able to thrive with him. Joining me for insight 
and analysis are Anne Gearan, White House correspondent for The Washington Post, former Hardball anchor on 
MSNBC Chris Matthews, Kimberly Atkins Stohr, opinion writer for The Boston Globe and Lanhee Chen, a fellow at 
Stanford University's Hoover Institution. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the Press. 

 
DATE: Sunday, June 20 
Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Chair, Budget Committee, Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH), Fiona Hill, Fmr. Sr. Director for 
European & Russian Affairs, National Security Council, Ashley Parker, Amna Nawaz, Cornell Belcher and Brad Todd 
 
This Sunday: Back from Europe.  President Biden faces challenges here at home. A new Democratic compromise on 
voting rights -- gets a promised filibuster from Republicans.  A bipartisan framework on infrastructure -- could lose 
support from progressive Democrats.  Can President Biden get his agenda through this closely divided Congress? My 
guests this morning: Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont and Senator Rob Portman of Ohio. Plus, after the summit.  
President Biden and Vladimir Putin take the measure of each other.  Putin deflects evidence of Russian cyberhacking 
but both leaders say they hope for a better relationship. I'll talk to a Trump and Obama Russia advisor, Fiona Hill, 
about how we'll know whether the summit was a success. And for the third time Obamacare survives a Supreme 
Court challenge -- signaling the likely end of the Republicans' decade-long efforts to kill it. Joining me for insight and 
analysis are: Washington Post White House bureau chief Ashley Parker, Democratic pollster Cornell Belcher, PBS 
NewsHour chief correspondent, Amna Nawaz and Republican strategist Brad Todd. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet 
the Press. 

 
DATE: Sunday, June 27 
Miami-Dade County Mayor Daniella Levine Cava, Sen. Bill Cassidy (R-LA), Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), 
Yamiche Alcindor, Joshua Johnson, Andrea Mitchell and Danielle Pletka 
 
This Sunday: Tragedy on Miami Beach.  156 people still missing in that building collapse.  The heroic moments.  But 
hopes fading of finding more survivors.  And now a three-year-old report surfaces identifying major structural 
damage to the building and flaws in its construction. We'll have a report from the scene and I'll also talk to Miami-
Dade County Mayor Daniella Levine Cava. Also -- A case of bipartisanship appears to break out on infrastructure.  
But soon threatens to breaks down after President Biden says a larger plan must also be part of the deal:  Where 
does the deal stand now? My guests this morning: Republican Senator Bill Cassidy of Louisiana and Democratic 
Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York. And the Justice Department sues Georgia over its new 
voting law.  This just days after Senate Republicans block consideration of new voting rights legislation. Joining me 



for insight and analysis are: NBC News chief Washington correspondent Andrea Mitchell, Yamiche Alcindor, 
moderator of Washington Week on PBS, MSNBC Host Joshua Johnson and Danielle Pletka of the American 
Enterprise Institute. Welcome to Sunday. It's Meet the Press. 
 

 
 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
DATE:  Sunday, April 4 & 11 
 

A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 

HIVE Community Circle Executive Director discussed 2021 SC Survivors Summit for survivors of sexual 
assault. The mission of The HIVE is to prevent relationship and sexual abuse for young women and teen 
girls of color. A sexual assault survivor who benefitted from HIVE programs also interviewed about the 
trauma she experienced and how the HIVE helped her overcome to the point of wanting to publicly share 
her story and help other girls and women. 
Dawn Dawson-House, WEGOJA Foundation Executive Director, discussed their 2021 Preserving Our Places 
in History Awards and honorees. The goal behind this event is to honor individuals, organization, or 
projects that have done great work identifying and promoting the preservation of historic sites, structures, 
buildings, and culture of the Black experience in South Carolina. 

 
 

 
B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
  4/4/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
4/11/21  11:00am    Awareness 
 
 

 
 
 
DATE:  Sunday, April 18 & 25 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 

Dr. Bambi Gaddist, Wright Wellness Center Director and AIDS health expert and advocate along with Greg 
Green, Director of the Transgender Alliance, discussed trans health, issues, and rights. Many called efforts 
to limit access to healthcare and medical procedures for trans people and to limiting participation in school 
sports discriminatory. Greg, a member of the transgender community, and Dr. Gaddist, an ally, addressed 



how these efforts are harmful in their view and further stigmatizes this group, particularly people of color 
who are members of the transgender community. 
 

B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
04/18/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
01/25/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DATE:  Sunday, May 2 & 9 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
 

A.  Narrative describing the issue and the source  

Following the murder conviction of former Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin, Private 
Investigator, and law enforcement veteran Chandra Cleveland along with Columbia Deputy Police Chief 
Melron Kelly reflect on the trial and George Floyd's death, how it affected our country, and how it was 
a black eye for law enforcement. Kelly also discussed solutions, ways to move forward and maintain 
trust. 

B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
5/02/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
5/09/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
 
 

 
 
 



DATE:  Sunday, May 16 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
 

A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 

HIVE Community Circle Executive Director discussed 2021 SC Survivors Summit for survivors of sexual 
assault. The mission of The HIVE is to prevent relationship and sexual abuse for young women and teen 
girls of color. A sexual assault survivor who benefitted from HIVE programs also interviewed about the 
trauma she experienced and how the HIVE helped her overcome to the point of wanting to publicly share 
her story and help other girls and women. 
Dawn Dawson-House, WEGOJA Foundation Executive Director, discussed their 2021 Preserving Our Places 
in History Awards and honorees. The goal behind this event is to honor individuals, organization, or 
projects that have done great work identifying and promoting the preservation of historic sites, structures, 
buildings, and culture of the Black experience in South Carolina. 

 
B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
5/16/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
 
 

 
 
DATE:  Sunday, May 23/30 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
 

A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 
NBC Sports.  No Awareness 

 
 

B. Narrative describing the program:  
Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
05/23/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
05/30/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 

 
 



DATE:  Sunday, June 6 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
 

A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 

Recapped the case of the death of Jamal Sutherland. He died in the custody of Charleston County deputies 
at the county jail. Representative JA Moore, of the lowcountry, shared his thoughts on what happened and 
the state of the investigation. He also shared more about what he and his colleagues are working on to 
prevent a similar situation from happening again. 

B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
6/06/14  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 

 
 
DATE:  Sunday, June 13 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
 

A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 
NBC Sports.  No Awareness 

 
B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
06/13/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DATE:  Sunday, June 20 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
 

A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 
Celebrating Juneteenth! Highlighted great local events to celebrate the new federal holiday and highlighted 

the history behind the occasion. 

 
B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
06/20/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 
 

 
DATE:  Sunday, June 27 

LOCAL ISSUES – PROGRAM 

 
 

A. Narrative describing the issue and the source 

June is Alzheimer's and brain awareness month. This month a new drug therapy was announced to treat 
Alzheimer's. Very exciting but mired in controversy. Is it as effective as drugmakers want you to believe? It 
was approved the FDA against the recommendation of its own panel of experts. The drug's makers are 
donors to the Alzheimer's Association. The treatment is also outrageously expensive and is not currently 
covered by Medicare. Macie Smith, an Alzheimer's educator, gerontologist, and licensed social worker 
speaks on these issues and what Alzheimer's patients should make of this news. Smith also touched on the 
impact of this disease on the black community and how they're more likely to have fight it with fewer 
resources. 

 
B. Narrative describing the program:  

Community Affairs program addressing issues facing the African American Community.    

 

C. Program information:   

Date   Time  Duration  Title of program 
06/27/21  11:00am 30 Minutes  Awareness 

 
 



 
WIS EDITORIALS 

   
The following WIS editorials ran multiple times each week and were posted to wistv.com: 
 
 
 
April 2 
My Take: A Salute to Healthcare Workers 
The ongoing COVID-19 crisis has put pressure on all of us, but among all those impacted since the start of the 
pandemic, one group has met incredible challenges: health care workers. 
From doctors to nurses to hospital housekeepers, these unsung heroes risk their lives to save others and prevent 
the spread of the virus. 
Since the beginning of the pandemic, they have worked tirelessly, with their own needs often neglected. 
We spoke to several Lexington Medical Center doctors in the COVID Unit who shared their experiences, hopes, and 
fears while battling the virus. 
Dr. Matthew Day says, I think from a medical standpoint it is difficult that we are still learning a year plus into this 
pandemic. 
Dr. Carol H. Choe says it goes to show anybody can get it. You don’t have to be morbidly obese with hypertension 
and diabetes. You can be a healthy person and fall ill from this and potentially die. 
Dr. Philip Keith says, there are days where you try not to let it show but emotionally more than physically, I think it is 
more draining. 
We honor the dedication and sacrifices these superheroes make every day whether treating sick patients, helping 
families say goodbye, or helping save lives without them the healthcare system would collapse.  We salute every 
medical professional hero in the Midlands and heroes everywhere, thank you for the work you do! 
And That’s My Take What’s Yours? 

 

 
April 14 
My Take: SC Litter Control Week 
The Great South Carolina Clean Up is underway. 
In recent editorials, we have called out state leaders about how South Carolina has lost its shine to all garbage lining 
our roadways. 
This week state troopers and other law enforcement will write tickets for anyone they see throwing trash out their 
vehicles or debris falling from commercial trucks. 
If you get caught, littering carries a fine of up to $100 or 30 days in jail and eight hours of community service. 
South Carolina Lt. Governor Pamela Evette says everyone needs to be held accountable. 
She says, “We want South Carolinians to step up to the plate. Be good citizens of our state and not customers of our 
state. Good Citizens do not litter, they want businesses to come here.” 
Since WIS was one of the first voices to sound off on the statewide litter epidemic, let me say, that we are happy to 
see this action take place. 
However, let’s be honest, we need more than just one week dedicated to addressing the eyesore. 
And if the state really wanted to enforce the law, they would place signs along highways to provide a clear message 
or provide harsher penalties. 
Litter is one of our region’s most unnecessary and preventable environmental problems. 
South Carolinians need to work toward addressing these challenges instead of just turning a blind eye to the 
problem. 
And That’s My Take, What’s Yours? 

 



 
April 21 
My Take: Malfunction Junction 
One of the most heavily traveled intersections in Columbia is about to receive a one-point-six-billion-dollar 
makeover. 
We are talking about Malfunction Junction, the stretch of highway along the I-20, I-26, and I-126 corridors. 
For years, the poorly designed interchange has caused rush hour traffic to turn into a parking lot. 
According to the South Carolina Department of Transportation, more drivers crash in Malfunction Junction than any 
other highway system in the state. 
But a change is coming, the plan dubbed as the “Carolina Crossroads Project” is set to redesign the dangerous 
bottleneck starting this fall and be completed by 2029. 
Brian Klauk, Project Manager for Carolina Crossroads spoke to WIS about the plan. 
“We’re eliminating many of the movements that we call weaves. Where cars try and get and off in a short stretch of 
interstate, eliminating loops where I-20 and I-26 cross. And we are adding an extra lane in each direction on I-26. So 
that should have a significant change to the congestion and improve safety.” 
The five-phase project is expected to address the choke points that plague the entire junction. That is 14 miles of 
highway receiving an upgrade. 
So what does this mean for you? 
“We expect the project to save the average driver 112 hours per year that they otherwise would have been sitting in 
traffic. So, it is a significant improvement, and we look forward to giving that time back to the citizens in the state.” 
Malfunction Junction will not lose its reputation soon, but we hope the much-needed facelift becomes an attractive 
gateway in and out of the Midlands. 
And That’s My Take What’s Yours? 

 
April 30 
My Take: Girl Scouts clean Up South Carolina 
This week we’re dedicating our editorial to the Girl Scouts of America. 
Recently, troops in the Midlands and Upstate committed to cleaning up South Carolina. 
In partnership with Palmetto Pride, the troops held litter pickup days. 
One girl scout spoke to WIS about the importance of cleaning up the harmful debris. 
“My message to others would be to just help out some and try to help keep the earth clean,” Jaden Quinn said. 
We want to thank the Girl Scouts for their civic pride. It inspires environmental stewardship. 
Parents, now is the time to educate children on the importance of reducing trash. 
Why? Because litter education changes behaviors and attitudes that create the problem. 
No vaccine is available for the roadside litter epidemic. 
The only cure for litter is you. 
And That’s My Take What’s Yours? 

 
 
May 21 
My Take: Mask Mandate 
The bitter debate over mask requirements in public places and in classrooms in South Carolina is causing extreme 
tension. 
Recent orders from Gov. Henry McMaster and State Superintendent of Education Molly Spearman gave students 
the option to not wear a mask in classrooms. 
The decision is creating a deeper divide between teachers, school boards and some parents. 
Recently the CDC provided new mask guidelines for vaccinated people. This gives restaurants and businesses the 
freedom to set their own pandemic safety. 
“As a business owner, we choose to err on the side of abundant caution. My staff is going to wear masks. We will re-
evaluate that weekly until we decide it is safe,” Frederick Richardson, owner of Bang Back Pinball Lounge said. 



WIS spoke to viewers about if they believe current CDC guidance is safe and responsible. 
“I would be comfortable taking my mask off when the rates have gone down. I know it is safe out I am fine taking it 
off now if I had a big open space around me and I am not surrounded by 300 people in a closed area,” Joanna 
Rothell said. 
Bottom line – we should continue to rely on public health professionals to guide us through this pandemic. 
So let’s all follow the new CDC guidelines and help keep ourselves and each other safe. 
That’s My Take, What’s Yours? 

 
May 27 
My Take: The Meaning of Memorial Day 
Memorial Day Weekend is here. 
Some of us will enjoy our first holiday since COVID-19 safeguards were relaxed, but we encourage you to take the 
time and observe it the way it was intended. 
Remember our fallen military heroes who gave their lives in defense of something they believed in, our freedom. 
Because of their sacrifice, America is a land of boundless opportunities. 
Because of their sacrifice, we enjoy the rights bestowed upon us by America’s forefathers. 
And Because of their sacrifice, it’s our responsibility to honor the given gift. 
We also honor the families of these heroes who live on and continue to preserve the memories of their loved ones. 
So, as we celebrate Memorial Day, let’s all take some time to pause and remember those who embodied valor, 
strength, and patriotism. For the peace and security of our country. 
And to those in uniform serving right now, we honor you today and every day. 
And That’s My Take, What’s Yours? 

 
 
June 3 
My Take: Labor Shortages 
As the economy edges toward normalcy the restaurant, transportation, and construction industries are in the 
middle of another crisis - a labor shortage. 
The small labor pool is forcing some businesses to close or alter operating hours. 
So, what’s behind the dilemma? It depends on who you ask. 
Some blame the federal unemployment benefits. The fact is potential workers are making more on unemployment. 
This short-term fix to help Americans is turning into a headache. 
Businesses cannot compete against federal benevolence. 
However, others blame inadequate wages and working conditions for the lack of applicants. 
On another note, this pandemic has shed light on the needs of working parents. 
Let’s face it, some parents are simply unable to return to work due to a lack of childcare or children taking part in 
remote learning. 
And despite the fact vaccines are available, some remain fearful of contracting COVID-19 at work from unvaccinated 
colleagues. 
If these problems continue, Congress will need to step up. Now is the time to prioritize economic recovery. 
And That’s My Take, What’s Yours? 
 

June 17 
My Take: Honoring Juneteenth 
It is official! Juneteenth is now a federal holiday. Here’s a quick history lesson 
Juneteenth, celebrated on June 19th, memorializes when the last enslaved people in Texas learned about their 
freedom in 1865 under the Emancipation Proclamation. 
And yet the most important historical event in Black history is still fighting to be seen. 



Recognizing Juneteenth is a step toward healing old wounds. It acknowledges the affliction and abuse of the past. 
We cannot right the wrongs of the past, but we can work to ensure equal justice and fulfill the promise of the 
Emancipation Proclamation and our Constitution. 
WIS spoke to author and activist Catherine Fleming Bruce on this historical development. She says this has a two-
fold purpose. 
“I think this moment in time recognition in time by Congress of Juneteenth is opportunity one for us to look at how 
long it took for us to achieve certain justices in this country and second for us to be reminded of the justices we still 
need to fight for which include voting rights, equality, and equal pay as well as how police interact with African 
Americans.” 
In order for us to move forward, we must acknowledge the past. 
So today we honor Juneteenth and those who helped create their own freedom. 
And That’s My Take What’s Yours? 
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